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Fall Is Almost Here! 

Let’s Celebrate National Family Day This 
September 26 With Some Good Ole Fun! 

One of you pick one word that 

reflects your family—favorite 

family tradition, activity, hobby 

etc. Draw a blank line in the white 

box for each letter of the word. 

Then, see if the others can guess it 

before the hangman is drawn! 

After the word is revealed, share 

some stories relating to that word 

for old times’ sake! 

WORD: 
WRONG LETTERS: 



 

 

“I showed up,” continued Brittiany, 

“and we walked over to her car, and 

she had taken off on foot, into the 

woods. So, a bunny was on the run in 

the woods. 

“We found out that the car was stolen. 

The cops looked for her on the country 

roads and found her about 4 hours 

later. They found heroine in her bag 

and she is a known criminal in the 

community. 

 “We ended up having to use our 

insurance since the car was stolen. 

She got off pretty much scot-free. They 

never found the guy, and we couldn’t 

get half her information to go after her. 

It was a nightmare. We ended up 

having to use our uninsured motorist 

and pay our deductible. We had 

rental car reimbursement, thank 

God, since Lee needed to go to work. 

We had PIP coverage as well.” 

“So, a Bunny Was on the Run in the Woods.” 

Any Plans for International Day of Charity On September 5? 
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Let’s help spread the smiles to the community and our vets! 

Hop on over to NorthwestBattleBuddies.org for veteran team 

pictures and stories. 

Let’s see less things like “22 veterans a day—over 8030 a 

year—commit suicide on American soil,” and more things like 

“181 teams in 10 years and not 1 suicide—NWBB has a 100% 

success story.” Let’s spread awareness and comfort. 

We first need to know about how our soldiers can cope. NWBB 

does just that by asking the question: Who can be a battle 

buddy for fellow heroes when they go home? The term “battle 

buddy” comes from the US Army, and it signifies a bond 

between two soldiers who are assigned to one another for 

assistance in and out of combat. NWBB replicates that bond by 

focusing on growth and coping mechanisms through a 

specifically paired service dog. 

Physically getting out of combat does not mean the war is 

over. Many who have fought for our freedom end up losing 

their own freedom. Freedom from controlling memories and 

guilt. NWBB has made it their  mission to “gift professionally 

trained service dogs to veterans battling PTSD, helping them 

regain their freedom and independence.” 

Do you know a…Friend who wants better rates, parent who hates 

waiting on hold, business owner who has a complicated setup, neighbor 

who is tired of repeating what they need, or new driver who doesn't 

know where to start? We know that we are ready for your referral!  

Every Referral Gives $10 to NWBB! 

Let’s Highlight Some Hard Facts 

About Life Insurance, Shall We? 

We know that life insurance can be the big elephant in the room. We don’t want to have 

to think about what would make us need it. But, not wanting to think about it does not 

stop the fact that we—or our loved ones—might need it some day. Below are some nice 

nuggets of information to start with. And, we are here if you want to learn more! 
 

Important life insurance facts from some of our insurance carriers: 

• “Life insurance proceeds awarded to your family (beneficiaries) due to the death of the 

insured(s) are not included in gross income and not subject to tax.” ~Kemper 

• “Common uses for life insurance: income replacement (mortgage, outstanding debt, maintain 

lifestyle), children’s education, and business preservation (keep a business in the family, 

replace income for family members who depend on business, allow a partner to buyout a 

business).” ~Protective 

• “The earlier you get coverage, the more benefits you’ll have. Not only is it more affordable at 

a younger age, but you’ll have more options to use it.” ~Banner Life 

• “Can life insurance be affordable on a tight budget? It certainly can. Consumers think life 

insurance costs nearly three times the actual price, according to a report by the nonprofit Life 

Happens.”  ~Allstate 

• “Anytime is a good time, but these life events are especially important: just married, bought a 

home, or expecting a new baby. ~Liberty Mutual 

• “There are two common methods for calculating the amount of life insurance you need: lump 

sum and income replacement. ~Nationwide 

• “A chronic illness can wreak havoc on your savings, but it doesn’t have to if you prepare 

yourself. See how adding a chronic illness rider to your policy can give you options that can 

help.” ~Prudential 

• “Term life policies provide coverage if you pass away within a set number of years, while 

permanent policies such as whole life, universal life, and final expense provide coverage for 

your entire life.” ~Progressive 

https://www.northwestbattlebuddies.org/
https://mosaicia.com/blog/life-insurance-101/
https://www.kemper.com/explore-products/life
https://www.protective.com/life-insurance
https://www.lgamerica.com/life-insurance
https://www.allstate.com/life-insurance
https://www.libertymutual.com/life-insurance
https://www.nationwide.com/personal/insurance/life/
https://www.prudential.com/personal/life-insurance/find-life-insurance-policy
https://www.progressive.com/life-insurance/
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We Are People Just Like You 

And, like your family and friends, we are here for you. If you 

or anyone you know ever has any questions or is interested in 

exploring new coverage, give us a call, send us a text, shoot us 

an email, or schedule a video chat! (In-person visits are on hold.) 

What Do Marcy & Claudia Think You Should 

Know About Life Insurance? 

It is Life Insurance Awareness Month again! We’re ready for all of your questions. 

Ask us about which carriers we have, possible discounts, and more. 

• The average cost of a life 

insurance policy ranges from 

$35 to $55 per month. The true 

cost varies by the type of 

insurance, coverage amount, 

and personal factors. 

• When getting coverage, you 

may come across various 

products that fall into two 

main categories: term life and 

permanent life. Understanding 

the essential differences 

between these two main types 

can help you make coverage 

decisions according to your 

needs and goals. 

• Term life insurance is 

typically the cheapest form of 

life insurance because it has no 

cash value and only covers you 

for a specific number of years. 

• Age isn’t the only factor used 

to set your rates. Life insurance 

premiums are also based on 

your health, your driving 

records, your habits, your 

hobbies, and more. Risky habits 

like skydiving or smoking often 

lead to higher rates. However, 

there are life insurance 

companies that are better for 

former smokers than others. 

• How much life insurance do I need? A good 

rule of thumb is 10 times your annual salary. 

• Evaluate your financial situation…Consider 

what expenses you would have if you were to 

lose your life partner today. What do you want 

the future to look like for your surviving spouse 

and children? Do you want them to have time to 

grieve, funds to hire help, funds to put your 

children through college?  

• What do you want your life insurance policy 

to do for you? Burial expenses? Pay off 

mortgage or debt? Advance payment if you are 

considered terminally ill so you have funds to 

make memories with your family or afford 

treatments that may prolong your time? Have a 

legacy to pass on to future generations? 

• Prepare to answer many questions including 

health and lifestyle questions. Know that if 

you use tobacco, have a high BMI ,or have pre-

existing conditions it would be much more 

difficult or expensive to get insurance in place.  

• Insurability. If you are in your 20’s and healthy 

you may think you don’t need insurance yet. 

What would happen if you developed a disease 

that would eliminate your eligibility to get life 

insurance? 

• Affordability. It’s much more affordable to lock 

in a 30 term policy for someone in their 20’s or 

30’ s than in their 40’s or 50’s, and you can have 

the same premium for the life of the policy. 

CLAUDIA MARCY 

tel:425-320-4280
mailto:Info@MosaicIA.com
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/48.056363,-122.1492258/Mosaic+Insurance+Alliance,+Llc,+2122+164th+St+SW+Suite+301,+Lynnwood,+WA+98087,+United+States/@47.9527325,-122.334489,11z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m9!4m8!1m1!4e1!1m5!1m1!1s0x549005b1437e5d8b:0xe4dcb8b8b8f90fc1!2
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/48.056363,-122.1492258/Mosaic+Insurance+Alliance,+Llc,+2122+164th+St+SW+Suite+301,+Lynnwood,+WA+98087,+United+States/@47.9527325,-122.334489,11z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m9!4m8!1m1!4e1!1m5!1m1!1s0x549005b1437e5d8b:0xe4dcb8b8b8f90fc1!2
https://www.MosaicIA.com/

